LETTER CAKE – TIPS FOR SUCCESS
From Fancy Flours’ employees Maureen (baking) and Heather & Janet (decorating)!

PREPARING YOUR PAN: The Wilton Countless Celebrations
pan is very easy to use, even for a non-baker like me (Maureen). To create a two-layer letter cake, grease the pan and
inserts with Crisco, then dust it with flour. Dust every inch of
the pan for an easy release of your cake.
HOW MUCH CAKE: One box cake mix will yield 4 cups of
batter. We used 2 cups for each layer of the letter cake.

HAVE FUN DECORATING!

FILLING YOUR PAN: After positioning the inserts in the pan
to create the number or letter of your choice (easy to follow
diagrams included with pan) pour half the of the batter (2
cups) into the pan and distribute evenly with a spatula.
** Be sure to fill in the corners, so you get a level cake end
to end.

DECORATING PREP WORK: Shop for a variety of flowers,
fruits, cookies and candy that matches your theme.
Prepare your butter cream and refrigerate overnight. Remove
from refrigerator about 15 minutes before you are ready to
decorate. (Butter cream should be a tad cooler than room
temperature). Prep and fill your piping bag with a Wilton 1A
tip. Fill a second bag with pink frosting and a Wilton tip #1M
ASSEMBLING THE CAKE: Plan out the spacing of your
dollops of frosting before you get started. We used the grid
pattern that transferred from the cake pan to the cake as our
guideline. It is personal choice how much or how little to pipe
– you just want dollops to show on the edges of the cake.
Squeeze the piping bag with consistent pressure making sure
that the tip is directly on top of the dollop to keep the peaks
standing upright. Using consistent spacing, cover the bottom
layer with soft dollops of frosting. Add the top layer of cake
and repeat the icing process using even spacing. We found
that looking at the dollops on the bottom layer helped us with
the spacing.

TIME & TEMP: We baked the cake at 350°F for about 14
minutes. Cool cake for 5 to 8 minutes, then gently loosen
the edges of the cake with a flat spatula. Invert on to
parchment lined cookie sheet and tap gently to release.
After fully cooled, place in the freezer until you are ready
to decorate. Freezing helps keep the layers together and
aids in the process of moving the finished cake to a serving
platter.
LAYER #2:Repeat above instructions for the 2nd layer.

THINK RANDOM: Your instinct would be to place the decorations in an orderly pattern, yet random is best. We placed
the raspberries and strawberries on the cake in all random
places and filled in the blank spaces with the flowers, and
cookies. NOTE: Each of the flowers stems were cut to about
1” and wrapped in tinfoil before poking into the cake.
We decorated with fresh raspberries and strawberries, Macarons, and fresh flowers. In addition, we randomly piped pink
flowers with the # 1M tip.

